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appointed by the war-time Minister of Reconstruction. Its principal
recommendation was the distribijtion of the business of the depart-
ments into ten main divisions by reference to their functions. The
war had drawn attention to the piece-meal growth of departments
which had accentuated, at a time when co-ordination of effort was
imperative, the illogical and overlapping allocation of duties. The
Report divided the business, of government into ten heads. Without
advocating that each division should be under a single Minister, the
Report favoured a small Cabinet not exceeding twelve and the reten-
tion of the war-time Cabinet Secretariat.1 A number of the existing
departments reflect the influence of the Report, e.g. Transport and
Civil Aviation, Labour and National Service, and Supply. But no
radical reallocation of duties was attempted and the size of the
Cabinet (as distinct from the War Cabinet) has only once, and that
for a few weeks in 1931, been reduced to twelve or below. \One reason j
for not implementing the Haldane Report lay in the absence of any j
firm proposals as to ministeMTfelltltrnrWHhin the ten divisions and [
indeed the main reason was the difficulty of reconciling the recom-
mendations with the doctrine of collective responsibility.)
Reconstruction of the central organisation prompted by the ex-
perience gained during hostilities was considered from 1943 onwards
by a Cabinet Committee of the Coalition Government on the
Machinery of Government which, it has been stated, is still in being.
But, as with all such committees, its conclusions have been for the
information of Ministers and no reports have been published.
Committee We turn then mainly to central organisation for defence to trace
developments which are believed to have their counterpart to-day in
other spheres of central government The Conmittee of Imperial
Defence was prated in 1904 as an outcome of defects IS organisation
disclosed by the Boer War; the Committee remained in being until
the outbreak of war in 1939, though it was replaced during the First
World War on the establishment of the War Cabinet in 1916. It was
an advisory body without executive authority, but, because the
Prime Minister was its Chairman, its recommendations carried due
weight to such an extent that its agreed proposals were in the
majority of cases automatically implemented by the departments
concerned, without reference to the Cabinet, on the responsibility
and authority of the respective Ministers.2 The function of the Com-
mittee was to frame the fundamental principles which should govern
imperial defence and to prepare detailed plans to ensure that all
authorities both at home and overseas should in the event of war
1	Pp. 153-4, ante.
2	See Royal United Services Institute Journal, May 1939, lecture by General
(now Lord) Ismay, who was for many years Secretary of the Committee of
Imperial Defence.

